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CFD Research on Optimal Designing of
Radiator Axial Fan
Siddhan Sivakumar 
ABSTRACT--- The scope of the project is to improve the
design of the given axial fan with shroud by doing CFD analysis
also to derive the performance curve of the fan and to extract the
fan efficiency curve. The CFD model was developed to predict the
air flow through the fan with shroud system. Simulations were
performed by CFX solver for the following objectives. The model
and CFD analysis was built using the following parameters like,
Speed of the fan 3100 RPM, Diameter of the fan 365 mm, input
power of the motor 325 W and Torque 0.75 N-m. from the
analysis it is observed that the high pressure regions are occurred
at the areas where split of volute started and the tongue areas.
Performance curve of radiator fan is calculated and plotted for
different pressure drop like 50 Pa,140 Pa,210 Pa,270 Pa,310 Pa
and therespective Volume flow rate also predicted.
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I.







To improve the flow rate of the fan
To predict the pressure distribution of fan
To determine the recirculation areas in the fan
To derive the performance curve of the fan
To extract the fan efficiency curve
II.

MODEL INFORMATION

a. Geometry Details
The modelling of given geometry was performed in
SOLIDWORKS CAD package from the required
information related to the geometry of the Fan and Shroud
assembly. The basic input details that go into the model
building are the Fan and Shroud

INTRODUCTION

A substantial proportion of the noise in automotive off
highway machines originates from the radiator cooling fan.
the demands on cooling fan are increasing due to the need to
reject more heat from compact machines with higher engine
power density. Also, as a result of tighter exhaust emissions
legislations a charge of air cooler or additional charge air
cooling is often required. The operating point of the fan in a
system is determined by the system resistance (that is the
pressure at a given flow rate which the fan needs to
overcome) and the performance curves of the fan.
The operating point of the fan in a system is determined
by the system resistance (that is the pressure at a given flow
rate which the fan needs to overcome) and the performance
curves of the fan.Usually the system pressure drop varies
according to the following formula:
P = KQ n
Where, P - Pressure drop across the complete system
K - Constants of the System
Q - Volume flow rate of the Air through the Radiator
The extended use of axial flow fans for fluid movement
and heat transfer has resulted in detailed research into the
performance attributes of many designs [1-2].
Computational fluid dynamics have been performed to
validate the performance of axial fans and their flow
behaviours [3-4].However, the more-practical example of
cooling a heated engine using an axial flow fan has received
more attention in regards to understanding flow behaviours
and heat transfer [5-7].In this paper The CFD model was
developed to predict the air flow through the fan with
shroud system. Simulations were performed by CFX[8]
solver for the following objectives.

Fig. 1: 3D- Model of the Fan and Shroud Assembly
Figure 1and Figure 2 shows the sample assembly of the
Fan and Shroud Assembly. The specifications of the
assembly are shown in Table 1.All the required information
related to the geometry of the Fan and Shroud was referred
from the referenced drawing. The model and CFD analysis
was built using the data provided in Table 1

Fig.. 2. Model of Fan and Shroud Assembly
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b. Computational fluid dynamics model

Figure 3 shows the flow domain model of fan and shroud
assembly for the CFD analysis. And mesh automatically
done by ANSYS Workbench Tool. Details of the Mesh
parameters are shown in the table 2.
Table 2: Meshing Details

Fig. 3. CFD Flow domain model of the Fan and Shroud
Assembly
Table 1: Input details for Fan CFD analysis
Fan Details
Speed of the Fan(RPM)
Diameter of the Fan(mm)
Motor Specification
Input Power( W)
Output Power( W)
Torque( N-m)
Efficiency

3100
365.00
324.1
246.8
0.75
0.762

Fig. 4. Meshed model of Fan and Shroud Assembly
(Frontside)

Domain Name

Domain Type

Fan Region
Shroud and
External Region

solid

No. Of
Elements
500000

Solid and Fluid

500000

c. CFD Methodology
The air flow was assumed to be unsteady state, three
dimensional, turbulent and incompressible. After the
creation of the grid, the managing program reads all the
necessary information regarding the boundary conditions,
material Properties and initial parameters and writes them in
the CFX. Once a grid has been read into software, all
remaining operations are performed within the solver
manager. The solution algorithm is the segregated solver. In
this approach, the governing equations are solved
sequentially with the above analysis setup.
Mesh has been created with care such that the regions
with high velocity and pressure variation have fine meshes
to capture the field variables accurately. All the outlet, inlet
and wall boundary conditions are represented in the table 3.
as required. The model and CFD analysis was built using the
following parameters like, Speed of the fan 3100 RPM,
Diameter of the fan 365 mm, input power of the motor 325
W and Torque 0.75 N-m
• SIMPLE algorithm
• K-Epsilon turbulence model
• Standard wall functions treatment
• Second order upwind difference schemes for
discretization equations
• Unsteady state calculation of fan and shroud with
prescribed mass flow rate
• Standard air properties
• Rotating frame of reference given as RPM - 3100
d. Boundary conditions
Table .3: Boundary conditions considered for Assembly
Inlet
Pressure
- 0 Pa
Pressure
- 0 Pa
Pressure
- 0 Pa
Pressure
- 0 Pa
Pressure
- 0 Pa

Outlet
Pressure - 0 Pa
80 %Maximum
Flow rate
60 %Maximum
Flow rate
50 %Maximum
Flow rate
30 %Maximum
Flow rate

Fig. 5. Meshed model of Fan and Shroud Assembly(back
side)
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Output
Maximum Flow
rate
Pressure drop
Pressure drop
Pressure drop
Pressure drop
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Fig. 8. Velocity distribution plot for fan
Figure 9 shows the velocity vectors plot of the fan on a
plane taken along the entire periphery of the impeller of the
fan. From the figure its observed that the stream line along
the entire assembly of fan and shroud is uniform. it means
the resistance due flow with the assembly is minimized for
given boundary conditions. it will leeds to improve the
efficiency of the fan assembly.
Fig. 6. Flowchart for CFD Methodology
III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

From the analysis of Fan and shroud assembly it is
observed that the high pressure regions are occurred at the
areas where split of volute started and the tongue areas. It
was realized that the lot of recirculation areas were found in
the flow path. This recirculation will lead to the cavitation’s
and erosion. So, the care should be taken for streamlining
the flow in the flow path to avoid recirculation and
separation of flow. Performance curve of radiator fan is
calculated and plotted for different pressure drop like 50
Pa,140 Pa,210 Pa ,270 Pa,310 Pa and the respective volume
flow rate also predicted.

c. Summary of Performance analysis of Fan and shroud
assembly

a. Summary of Result for Pressure Distribution
High pressure regions

Fig. 9. Velocity vector distribution plot for fan

Low pressure regions

Fig. 7. Pressure distribution plot for fan
Figure 7shows the pressure distribution of the whole fan.
The high pressure regions are occurred at the areas where
split of volute started and the tongue areas.
b. Summary of Result for Velocity Distribution
Figure 8 shows the flow vectors on a plane taken along
the entire periphery of the impeller of the fan. From the
figure its observed that the low pressure occurs along the
centre portion of the fan.
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Fig. 10. Performance curve for fan
Performance curve of radiator fan is calculated and
plotted for different pressure drop like 50 Pa,140 Pa,210 Pa
,270 Pa,310 Pa and the respective Volume flow rate also
predicted. From the figure 10 it s observed that the volume
flow rate is decreased with respect to pressure drop.
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The efficiency of a fan is a measure of its mechanical
performance. It is defined as the ratio of the useful power
delivered by the fan (Fluid power) to the power supplied to
the fan shaft (brake power). The efficiency of the fan is
expressed in percent and can be calculated from the torques
values given by CFX.To calculate water horsepower the
flow rate in gpm and the total dynamic head (TDH) in feet
must be known. Water horsepower can be calculated using
equations. The efficiency of a fan is determined by actual
test. All parameters required for the determination of water
horsepower are recorded while brake horsepower is
measured. The efficiency range to be expected varies with
the fan size, type and design. However, it is normally
between 65 and 80 percent. A fan should be selected for a
given application so that it will operate close to its point of
maximum efficiency.
IV.

CONCLUSION

The model and CFD analysis was built using the
following parameters like, Speed of the fan 3100 RPM,
Diameter of the fan 365 mm, input power of the motor 325
W and Torque 0.75 N-m. From the analysis it is observed
that the high pressure regions are occurred at the areas
where split of volute started and the tongue
areas.Performance curve of radiator fan is calculated and
plotted for different pressure drop like 50 Pa,140 Pa,210 Pa
,270 Pa,310 Pa and the respective Volume flow rate also
predicted. The efficiency range to be expected varies with
the fan size, type and design. However, it is normally
between 65 and 80 percent
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